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HAPPY - HEALTHY NEW YEAR TO ALL...AND TO ALL ENJOY YOUR FAMILY - Thanks for supporting the LIARS  

2019 LIARS Town Hall Meeting 

 
In keeping with the LIARS tradition, we honored…  

 

 
Pat & Greg watching Rich read appreciation card. 

Then the moment the vultures were waiting for… 

 
As we continue our 28

th
 year as a Club, let’s hope that in this New Year, we all stay healthy and that we can all 

attain some measure of prosperity.  Then perhaps we can build a new Club display…

MCB Contributors: Paul “Hammer” Drago, Ernie Finamore, Superbird McMonte & Gary Weickart 

Mailing Crew & Repro: on extended leave. LIARS Web Page http://www.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/ 

The LONG ISLAND AUTO REPLICA SOCIETY (L.I.A.R.S.) Model Car Briefs is dedicated to bringing you the 

best and most up to date information about our great hobby of model building

This month’s theme:  
      Dragsters/Drag cars 

http://www.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/
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Please remember the needy and bring can goods to the monthly meetings 

 
LIARS Unofficial Official 

Rich opening his gifts… 

Nice to see all of those smiles at the meeting! And 

great to see the guys participate even if it took cake to 

do it!       Pat Zurowski 

HOT STUFF 
Old & New 

 

This month's theme is anything Dragsters 

/Drag cars. 

I want to thank everyone for: 

 your food donations for the needy 

 your Appreciation Gifts (it meant a lot) 

 and more importantly your concern / best 

wishes over my recent hospital stay 

(without models to work on) Ablation was 

a success! 

This month we need to complete collecting 

membership dues. Pat V. our new treasurer 

will seek you out. That’s it for now. See you at 

the meeting.  Rich 

r.argus@juno.comr.argus@juno.com 

Dr. V - the MCB routing will be limited to paid 

members at the end of the Feb. mtg. We also route 

the MCB to members who have moved away, along 

with fellow modeling clubs that share their 

newsletters with us. 

 

Minutes of the LIARS January 2019 meeting 

Rich A. opened the meeting at 8:07 p.m. 

Items discussed: 

 Reminder, Christmas party is for club 

members only. If you bring a date it will 

cost you $10 a head. (that’s a cheap date) 

o A menu for the Christmas Party will be 

circulated the month before so members 

can chose what food and drink they 

would like to consume. 

 The idea of charging member vendors a fee 

to sell their wares at a meeting 

was discussed, and couched until the 

February meeting due to inability to come 

to an agreement. 

 An optional second meeting was discussed. 

This would cost the club nothing, 

however the location would be in North 

Massapequa (along with Bill Murray’s 1:1 

car club). No decision was made. 

  Club shirts were discussed (with the 

artwork on the back as opposed to the 

front of the shirt) along with baseball caps. 

John Pantaleone said he would have 

sample shirts made up for approval. 

  Pat Zurowski and Ernie Finamore on behalf 

of the entire membership presented 

Rich Argus with thank you gifts and a sheet 

cake for his 14 plus years of dedication 

and leadership to, and of the club. 

  Theme for February is Drag Cars. 

Meeting closed at 9:03 p.m.  

Respectively submitted, G. Hunt 

 

LIARS Future 
As I have said in the past, a person’s 

devotion to a hobby will vary depending on 

their life factors, i.e.: family responsibilities, 

work commitments, etc. For certain members 

of this club it appears to me that model car 

building is a life style not a hobby, That's all 

fair and well for them, but not everyone should 

have the same commitment. To be angry, or to 

use the excuse that not all members show the 

same devotion to the club, just doesn't make 

sense. If they have an interest and pay their 

dues, so be it. We are trying to enact changes 

to cull out those that attend the meetings but 

never get around to paying dues, by charging a 

minor fee to guest and unpaid dues members. 

 I agree that more demos at the meeting 

would be a good thing. My suggestion for that 

would be to ask the members that would be 

willing to do a demo and then put a schedule 

together to assign them a month to do their 

demo so we could plan out the year, (10 

months). It is normal that anytime you have a 

club, you will have those that participate and 

those that speculate. If you have an issue with 

the club, step up and speak your mind and try 

to change it for the better. To bitch and bail 

mailto:r.argus@juno.comr.argus@juno.com
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doesn't serve a purpose. "No one feels sorry 

for the ass that commits suicide; they feel for 

those left behind."       John “The Artist” P 

 

Some Words from the Editor At Large 

 
 

2019 board members off-loading selective 

LIARS tasks from Rich. 

The LIARS Board with your help are trying 

to enhance club operations - It will not happen 

overnight. This is why we’re holding Town Hall 

Meetings ea.mo. Items noted 

 but we need to limit the time spent 

discussing ea. item. 

 Members like the idea to be able to 

purchase items at a meeting 

 We don’t pursue attracting new members 

i.e. advertising, model mags, newspapers 

(beyond the day before our show), local 

shops (any place with a community board)  

It has been suggested that we resurrect a MCB 

Parts/kits Wanted beyond our monthly filler 

Original 3 in 1 Type AMT, MPC, JOHAN, SMP, etc. 

models in any condition. 1950s through 70s, as well 

as, promos; built either beautiful or ugly, parts, boxes 

Also Franklin/ Danbury Mints, Pocher…contact 

Walt, Gary “Get It on Paper”, or any other member. 

Call your Editor @ (516) 293-6378 if all else fails.  

Any volunteer to organize? 

 

First Impressions 

 
Dr. V has had to live with his club 

nickname, since before he joined the club. In 

days of olde, a potential new member had to 

face the membership at a meeting where they 

decided whether to accept the candidate or 

not. (Today, if you can marginally breathe 

you’ll accepted! (LIARS need your dues…)) 

 

Dr. V suggests that at the Feb. LIARS mtg., 

we assign club nicknames to those of us who 

have been found wanting. (Classic statement)  

 

 
There's something familiar about this car, but 

I just can't figure out what it is. Oh well.  Andy 

 
Hi Rich,  

We were planning to re-decorate your car: but 

you got out of the hospital too soon. Dammit 

we needed just one more day to complete this. 

Oh well, better to be out! Glad you are home!  

Rich replied he prefers "a rye toast”; so I sent 

him THIS!  Hammer 

 
 

The next article started out to thank Ernie 

for dedicating part of his Freeport Train Show 

display to advertise the LIARS… 
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Hello guys. Spent the better part of a 

Sunday in early January playing "Model Car 

Politician". I say that because I shook so many 

hands, handed out so many hundreds of 

handbills, and was talking to show attendees 

for hours on end. By the end of the day my 

voice was in worse condition than if I had just 

done a gig with my rock 'n' roll band! I handed 

out flyers for our annual Super Bowl Slot Car 

Show a the Huntington Hilton earlier this 

month, my LI Toy Car TRIFECTA show in April 

(more about both of those at the meeting), 

and of course our own 2019 Model Car 

Challenge, which I told people was located 

exactly where they were currently standing! 

The information for all three shows was 

enthusiastically received. The reason I do this 

each year at the Great South Bay Train Club's 

annual event is that they get at least double 

the attendance we get at our show, drawing 

many families with kids in tow, and I can now 

get an exhibitor's table right up front for FREE, 

provided I offer nothing for sale. No problem, I 

never sold much at that show anyway, and the 

only reason I was there was to promote our 

model/slot car shows! After some rest that 

evening, a hot meal with a few cups of tea 

(and a Zinc tablet, of course) my voice was 

rested and I could communicate once again. I 

even scored a few vintage HO slot cars from 

one of the vendors, which helped to make the 

day personally worthwhile for me! See the 

accompanying photos of the clean and colorful 

table display showing the contents of a current 

model car kit, some promos to represent 

assembled model cars, some HO vintage slot 

cars, as well as some examples of what is 

available today. I had to decline sales a few 

times on some of those, but headed people in 

the right direction to purchase slot cars and/or 

complete sets, and to where model car kits 

and accessories are available, too. I actually 

sold the REVELL model kit I had on display to 

one of the vendors as we were packing up at 

the end of the day. All in all, I think the time 

and effort was well spent and will pay off 

down the road at our 2019 events. See you all 

at the meeting (2/21), don't forget the food 

pantry donations, and, if you haven't done so 

already... PLEASE PAY YOUR ANNUAL DUES! 

See ya then -- Ernie 

Dr. V - LIARS please follow Ernie’s lead & 

promote the LIARS… 

Additional Feb LIARS Meeting Pictures 

 
Although we did not have many Chevelles… 

 
Then we had … 
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Rev presented 

 
Bobby Seagraves: 

 
Hammer’s 

 
Plus Hammer’s gift to Andy 

 
Selected discussions were captured… 

 

 

 
When Pat was perceived to misbehave …he 

moved to the hallway 

  
 

 

Does any LIARS have this DVD and would be 
willing to share at a mtg.? 
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The Original “VEEP” 
By Paul “Hammer” Drago 

It must have been around 1965. I was 8 years 

old. There were plenty of commercials on TV, 

and eventually my dad got me one… but much 

smaller. It was the “Jeep Vehicle” as I called 

it; a very cool pickup truck that was red, with 

white grille and bumpers. Size? I’d estimate it 

was about 1/20 scale.  It must have been 

made of vinyl because of the softness and 

impact resistance, and the smell was a dead 

giveaway.  

This “Jeep Vehicle” was involved in many 

stories I made up during playtime: it was the 

car that crashed through brick walls (Lego 

blocks) It was the truck that held smaller cars 

(matchbox) in the cargo bay; and it was 

basically indestructible: But the ONE thing that 

made this vehicle so unique, was the sound 

effect I have assigned to it: it went “VEEP!” 

That’s right, you heard well: VEEP! Well, Dad 

corrected me and said BEEP: And mom thought 

I had a problem pronouncing sounds, but I 

held steadfast and proclaimed, “This is a truck! 

And all trucks go VEEP when they stop!”  Now 

Dad understood, and explained to me (and to 

nervous Mom) it was the sound trucks make 

with air brakes! And so, a new sound effect in 

Hammer’s vocabulary was born. 

Fast forward, I can now tell you it was the 

1965 Jeep FC or (forward control). I remember 

most the ones I’ve seen; the grille was 

distinctly a different color than the body. 

Usually white. Reference on Google shows 

many options were available, such as snow 

plow, back hoe, and framework to expand the 

cargo area. I’m sure most of you members 

know a lot more about this vehicle than I do. 

You can see a commercial on youtube that 

features Buster Keaton! (Possibly the same 

one that influenced me) This Ad explains all 

the options for the FM Jeep 

https://youtu.be/P1KtmCOMov . I tried to find 

a photo of the original plastic toy, but the only 

items featured are (mostly) Corgi die casts.  

There is a resin kit available from Rocketfin 

hobbies, which has put the bug in Hammer’s 

ear to build a drag version, or better yet, a 

WHEELSTANDER!  

  
 

 
Fast forward AGAIN, the same VEEP now 

makes a full circle, but for different reasons. 

Now, the spelling is more like “VP. You see, I 

somehow became the clubs VEEP or VP 

without having the chance to say no! 

(Someone said, “Hey hammer are you OK with 

that”?) I said yes thinking I was volunteering 

to help with the Christmas party. But, if it 

means it will help take the burden off of those 

who do everything, then why not? I will do my 

best, and hope to contribute to the club and 

make a difference. See you at the next 

meeting, and YES remember the LIARS 

survey? don’t we all make sounds when 

playing with our models??  “Paul-Hammer –

VEEP- vehicle”.  

Ted do you remember this newspaper ad from 1965?  

 
Does anyone have this kit- let Hammer know 

 
My Fellow LIARS and friends…Now before you 

get all puffy and start complaining…please 

consider that some of us have more than one 

hobby. We also appreciate what other 

collectors are capable of achieving. In support 

of this end, read on. The following picture 

depicts a massive HO gauge glass encased 

 diorama. 

https://youtu.be/P1KtmCOMov
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Additional photos can be found in an 

attachment that was included in this MCB 

email. Now read on… from Hammer:  

This year marked the 30th anniversary of 

one of the largest, and certainly the oldest this 

nationally recognized slot car event. Ernie 

Finamore and Bob Beers put on another 

spectacular show. I got there around 10:am 

and yes it was VERY CROWDED. 

Among the thousands of HO scale cars and 

products, there was other items of interest to 

model builders such as the LIARS.  I did have a 

chance to see the cars offered from Mr. 

Russell. They were nothing short of 

spectacular. I'd get one just for the detail 

alone! There were quite a few  vendors who 

had 1/32 and 1/24 items and I was able to get 

a nice Cheetah Body for a very reasonable 

price. ( look out for another "exotic" Hammer 

model) Others had vintage model car 

magazines, slot car annuals, and Aurora 

literature. 

Many other LIARS members were there and 

shared a piece of cake celebrating the 30th 

anniversary.  

A very large sheet cake, big enough to have a 

HO oval track with cars on top!  

Thanks Ernie for putting on a great show! 

Paul  "Hammer" Drago   VEEP 

We were impressed as to the no. of visitors 

that you had @ $20., as well as, @ $5! Dr V 

… 

Simba-Dickie German holding company has 

purchased Jada the die cast and toy maker. 

What does this have to do with models?? The 

press info added it was happy to add Jada to 

its holdings which include Tamiya. 

Jeep Honcho with fully functional plow  

By  Superbird McMonte  

When I acquired the GMC pickup with snow 

plow, my first thought was to take the 

snowplow and add it to one of my Jeep 

Honchos. While mocking it up, a friend of mine 

looked at it and said “What, you’re not going 

to make it work?“ 

So the challenge was laid down! 

I primed the body with Dupli-color primer. 

Paint is also Dupli-color (GM Torch Red). 

The body sides on these kits seem to get 

sucked in for some reason. Took a little while 

to straighten out the body by forcing the 

bottoms and center out where the cab meets 

the bed. 

Not really sure where the wheels came from 

but the tires are from the kit didn’t look quite 

right to me. I had a Matchbox Gravedigger 

sitting on my bench and the wheels look like 

they might fit in the tires of the Gravedigger. 

Low and behold, they did! 

 
Now it’s time to get the plow mounted and 

operational. 

 
I painted the plow yellow as it would 

represent a Meyers plow. 

 
I downloaded some pictures of a Meyers 

plow from the internet and then drew up their 
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logo in my artwork program. I printed it out 

with my laser printer on waterslide decal film. 

The springs actually return the plow to the 

upright position! 

 
And here is the completed model. 
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The above picture is interesting in a number of ways, including: 

 1959 new car haulers 

 Scale model Pontiac kits being displayed 

 Vanguard Midget (Pine box derby) Pontiac vehicles 

Do any of our readers remember these cereal advertisements? Dr. V doesn’t - - and he was into his 

2nd year of building 1/25 models in 1959! 

 
L.I.A.R.S. Club Contact information. (Please route to Rich &/or Hammer) 

PLEEEEASE  PRINT CLEARLY. Take your time like your building a model 

NAME 
 

Club nickname or other 
 

ADDRESS: 
 

CITY: 
 

HOME Phone: 

STATE: Cell: 
 

ZIP: 
 

E-mail: 

Best time to call: Member since: 
Types of cars you build: Other hobbies: 
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LIARS Annual (2019) INPUT SHEET: 

Here is your chance to have some input into this club without having everyone know where it 

came from.  If you have a suggestion, an idea, or a problem you would like to discuss please put it 

in righting on this sheet and it will be discussed at the next meeting. Please bring your filled out 

sheet with you. ALL subjects and suggestions will be brought up in front of the club.  

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO SIGN THIS SHEET. 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Misc. Filler Items 

Elected to delay presenting Superbird 

McMonte’s Baldwin-Motion '68 Chevelle article. 

However here is an excerpt on how he painted 
his own redlines. 

 
 Hammer requests that we vote on resuming 

the SLAM CONTEST in the summer. Hammer to 

brief the new members, along with those of us 

who have short memory retention the related 

wherewithal. He might add his cake as a prize 

 

Need to discuss membership notifications. For 

example, did the membership receive my 

series of emails regarding Rich’s health 

progress? 

 

Should the MCB include recent release section, 

and if so who volunteers to maintain? 

 

Filming of Back To The Future III (1990) 

 
Dr. V enjoys ads such as “Rare Jim Beam 

Corvette decanter collection   $2,995.00  FREE 

Shipping” – For this price, they should be 

delivered via UBER!!! 

 
 
Have a great day, enjoy building and sharing 

this great hobbies with others. See you at the 

meeting. Dr. V 
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As we were going to email this MCB, received 

the following: 

Vote With Your Wallet 

by Gary Weickart 

 

At our last meeting there was a lively 

discussion concerning LIARS members 

bringing and offering model kits for sale to our 

group.  Obviously a few members felt this was 

inappropriate and somehow not “good” for the 

club. There were calls for a resolution to solve 

this “problem”. 

Hey guys, lighten up!  There is no 

“problem” to be addressed.  As modelers we 

have to purchase model kits somewhere.  So 

we have a choice; we can buy models at full 

retail price (plus tax) at a retail store, buy 

online at a discount which the shipping costs 

cancel out or buy kits from a fellow LIAR at a 

good discount and carry it home then. 

As a collector of model kits for a long time 

and having bought many thousands of them, 

I’ve always preferred buying in person from 

the seller. 

To pay for my hobby, I’ve sold thousands of 

model kits and I’ve always preferred selling 

them directly in person to the buyer.  Why?  

Because it’s quick, clean and a pleasant way to 

build or thin out a collection.  I’ve also made 

many friends by vending for over 37 years.  

I see the buying and selling of kits at our 

club meetings as a “WIN/ WIN” situation.  

Those members who sell can dispose of 

excess, unwanted, or duplicate kits and those 

who buy can pick up some models for 

substantially less than retail.  Nothing wrong 

with that. 

As an example, last month I brought in a 

small stack of “Car Model” magazines from 

1969 to 1971 for sale.  I sold $45.00 worth but 

then proceeded to purchase some car models 

from Lance and also Greg Hunt as well as 

purchasing the raffle chances from Ms. Pat to 

benefit the club (and maybe win a kit).  These 

purchases totaled $43.00.  It fits in with my 

hobby/business philosophy of having the 

hobby pay for itself. 

So who dislikes this and who feels they are 

aggrieved and offended by the free trade of 

goods? 

As Greg Hunt so insightfully put it:  “Those 

who buy models and those who sell models are 

in a symbiotic relationship.” 

So there!  As model builders we need to 

have model sellers.  As sellers we need buyers.  

And what better venue to buy and/or sell 

model car kits than our own model car club? 

Remember that no one is forcing anyone to 

buy anything and if you wish to make a 

comment or take a position against commerce 

at the club, vote with your wallet and keep it 

shut! 

Keep building and collecting, Gary Weickart 

Rebuttal 

 The underlying frustration dealt with 

dealers being members just to sell their 

excess without doing anything for the 

LIARS, as in - not helping out with our 

annual contest whether it be to simply 

purchase a Trophy Package, help set-

up/tear down at the show, donate items for 

our annual auction, advertise the LIARS, 

etc. With regards to their actual sales, it is 

perceived that they do not even offer a 

LIARS discount from their sales elsewhere 

(nor contribute a portion of their profits). 

o To quote Gary VOTE WITH YOUR 

WALLET – if you do not like the price – 

DON’T BUT IT! 

 There is a difference between a member 

trying to dispose of his excess vs. a dealer. 

 With regards to a model’s cost, please 

remember Hobby Lobby sells kits locally at 

40% off plus tax. Other deals are available 

on line, as well as, at the multitude of local 

flea markets, car shows, etc. it’s your 

money, you be the judge!  

 Dr. V suggests that the dealers set up their 

wares at the table(s) you pass entering our 

meeting room. This will allow those who 

hopefully will resume conducting clinics 

prime real estate. 

Enough said – can we now resume enjoying 

our hobby. Do you remember… 

 


